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President announces Anti-Racism and Inclusive Excellence Task Force

To our Mason community:

President announces Anti-Racism and Inclusive Excellence Task Force

By: Anna Stolley Persky

Mason President Gregory Washington has announced his Anti-Racism and Inclusive Excellence Task Force, a major university-wide initiative with committees that include nearly 100 people representing all of Mason's schools, colleges, and units. Thank you to Dr. Rosenberg, Dr. Hamilton, and Tamyra Washington, and to our faculty and staff in the breakout rooms who graciously committed their time to share information about our many programs, research opportunities, and resources to support each other.

We've got your back.

Building meaningful connections - where you want them.

The Mason Science community is more important than ever.

Establishing and strengthening connections across Mason’s departments, colleges, and units. Thank you for your leadership and flexibility during these unprecedented times.

A huge thank you to the points of contact listed here who coordinated this event for their hard work and dedication.

We're looking forward to the next event! For quick policy decisions regarding COVID-19 runs up against the longer scientific timeframes needed for tried and tested scientific conclusions to inform that policy.

For more information, visit science.gmu.edu.

Events

Call for Nominations - Establishment of Dean’s Recognition Award in the School of Systems Biology

Nominations for the new Dean’s Recognition Award in the School of Systems Biology are open through Thursday, September 17, 2020. The award is given annually to recognize outstanding contributions in the field of systems biology.

See Full Calendar
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